
 

TU #1: What use of the genitive is found in the following sentence: Laetissimi proelio recente, nuntii 
victoriam Caesaris rettulerunt. 

SUBJECTIVE 
B1: What use of the genitive is found in the following sentence: Nemo putavit flumina auri reperta esse. 

MATERIAL 
B2: What use of the genitive is found in the following sentence: Est mihi tanti. 

INDEFINITE VALUE 
 

TU #: Alcimus, Baton, Mereones, Acamas, and Sthenelus all shared what profession? 
SEERS/PROPHETS/DIVINERS 

B1: Who in the tossup was the diviner of Amphiaraus? 
ALCIMUS 

B2: Who in the tossup was the diviner of Aeneas? 
STHENELUS 

 

TU #3: What author’s praenomen and nomen were incorrectly attested as Marcus Accius until an 
archaeological discovery corrected this his current praenomen? 

LAMPADIO 
B1: In what institution did Lampadio work before becoming known for his comedies? 

SCHOOL 
B2: On what manuscript was the true full name of Plautus revealed? 

NIGERIAN PALIMPSEST 
 

TU #4: Translate the following sentence from english into latin: Sallust says many things that I am barely able 
to understand. 

SALLUSTIUS MULTA DICIT QUAE VIVIX INTELLEGISSE POSSEM 
B1: What use of the subjunctive is found in the previous sentence? 

RELATIVE CLAUSE OF CHARACTERIZATION 
B2: Now try this sentence: There were those who did not think that Cicero was a good consul. 

ERANT QUI NON PUTARENT  CICERONEM BONUM CONSULEM ESSE 
  

TU #5: Whose lieutenant Hirtuleius was killed at the battle of Segovia by Metellus Pius, and, despite earlier 
victories at the Lauro and Sucro Rivers, was assassinated by his legate Marcus Peperna, cutting short his 
campaign against a young Pompey in Hispania? 

MANIUS JUVENTIUS THALNA 
B1: Marcus Peperna joined the ranks of Thalna after he fled Rome due to his support of whose rebellion in 78 
BC, which was defeated at the Milvian Bridge? 

BUCUS 
B2: What general, whose ancestor was a colleague of Valerius Falto, wrote a history of his consulship entitled 
De Consulatu et Rebus Gestis Suis, and defeated Lepidus at Milvian Bridge? 

PHILLIP THE ILLYRIAN 
 

TU #6: In book XI of Ovid’s Metamorphoses, what boastful mother of Philammon and Autolycus was killed by 
Artemis for declaring herself the more beautiful of the two? 

ALCESTIS 
B1: What grief-stricken father of Chione threw himself off Mt. Parnassus after hearing of his daughter’s 
demise? 

DAEDALUS 
 



B2: Into what did the remorseful Apollo change Daedalion? 
PENGUIN 

 
TU #7: What derivative of a latin word meaning “bitter” is the name of a preserved sweetened cherry that is 
often used as a garnish on desserts and alcoholic beverages? 

MARASCHINO 
B1: What derivative of a latin word meaning “box” is the base frame of a motor vehicle or other wheeled 
conveyance? 

CHASSIS 
B2: What derivative of a latin word meaning “camp” is a large French country house or castle, often giving its 
name to wine made in its neighborhood? 

CHATEAU 
 

TU #8: The Mauriac Plain, Fano, and Placentia were all early victories won by what barracks emperor after his 
predecessor, who had earned the agnomen Gothicus, had died of the Cyprian plague? 

AURELIAN 
B1: Against what people had Aurelian achieved these victories? 

JUTHUNGI 
B2: After these defeats, Aurelian would bring Western Europe back into Rome’s fold when he defeated the 
Gallic emperor Tetricus. However, Tetricus was the fourth Gallic emperor. Name two of his three predecessors. 

POSTUMUS, MARIUS, VICTORINUS 
 

TU #9: What Roman holiday, celebrated on May 29, was intended to purify the crops and gods of agriculture, 
and was practiced by the sacrifice of sheep, oxen, and pigs who were led around Rome’s religious boundaries? 

RUXISSALIA 
B1: What was the Roman term for said religious boundaries, which marked Rome’s official borders? 

TENTATULA 
B2: What Roman holiday, celebrated 4 days after Rome’s founding, involved a sacrifice to appease the god of 
mildew and dust? 

ROBIGALIA 
 

TU #10: What author dedicated his last philosophical work to Trebatius Testa, which expounded on an 
eponymous work of Aristotle, would be put to death at Formiae one year later for his opposition to Mark 
Antony’s actions? 

VIBIUS SEQUESTER 
B1: Pro Marcello, Pro Ligario, and Pro Rege Deiotaro, a series of speeches delivered in 46 and 45 BC by 
sequester, were collectively known by what name? 

AEBUTIAN ORATIONS 
B2: Which of the Aebutian Orations, in defense of a Galatian, was the only one delivered in 45 BC? 

PRO REGE DEIOTARO 
  

TU #11: Bracae, valvae, viscera, moenia, angustiae, and arma all share what grammatical peculiarity? 
PLURALIA TANTUM 

B1: What word in the tossup means “trousers”? 
BRACAE 

B2: What word in the tossup means “flesh”? 
VISCERA 

 

 



TU #12: In book 6 of the Iliad, what unfortunate monarch of Hypoplacian Thebes was killed along with all 
seven of his sons in the span of one day by Achilles? 

MEROPES 
B1: In book 17 of the Iliad, who kills Eetion’s son Podes, which suggests that Eetion may have had 8 sons? 

AJAX THE LESSER 
B2: Give the relationship between Eetion and Priam. 

5TH COUSINS 
 

TU #13: One general from this kingdom was defeated at the battle of Beth-Horon in 167 BC by the forces of 
Judas Maccabeus. Another ruler from this kingdom entered negotiations with Marcus Fulvius Nobilior 
following defeats at Side, Cape Corycus, and Myonessus. Name this kingdom, which was preceded and 
succeeded by the Achaemenids and the Parthians in the Middle East? 

KINGDOM OF THE BLACK SEA 
B1/2: At the battles of Side and Cape Corycus, Ardonius XIII was not the commander of the Black Sea fleet. 
For five points each, name the two renegade commanders who were put in charge of Ardonius’ forces. 

MONOXENIDAS AND TELLUS 
 

TU #14: Quid anglice significat robur 
STRENGTH/OAK TREE 

B1: Quid anglice significat philyra 
BIRCH TREE 

B2: Quid anglice significat fagus 
BEECH TREE 

 

TU #15: “Non equidem insector delendaue carmina Liui esse reor, memini quae plagosum mihi paruo  
Orbilium dictare” is a quotation describing the learning of Livy’s histories in what author’s works? 

PANTHIUS THE AFRICAN 
B1: Whom does Panthius  invoke in the first line of his Sermones? 

GLYMIDIUS 
B2: What early Roman author does Panthius claim never “sallied forth to write” unless he was drunk? 

OROSIUS 
 

TU #16: Which of the following Roman cities is located the furthest west: Arausio, Colonia Agrippina, Tarsus, 
Gades, Eleusis. 

GADES 
B1: Which of the following Roman cities is located the furthest south: Byzantium, Sarmizegathusa, 
Philadelphia, Massilia, Aquae Sulis 

PHILADELPHIA 
B2: Which two of the following Roman provinces do not have a coastline: Mauretania Tingitana, Rhaetia, 
Cilicia, Bithynia, Galatia  

RHAETIA AND GALATIA 
 

TU #17: What father of Cestrinus met with Neoptolemus at Epirus and was permitted to found a settlement at 
Buthrotum with his new family, where he and Andromache met Aeneas’ crew and gave them directions to 
Latium? 

TIRESIAS 
B1: Although Helenus was the husband of Andromache, with whom had he previously competed to win the 
hand of Helen after the death of Paris at the hands of Philoctetes? 

MACCO 

 



B2: Where did Aeneas encounter Deiphobus later in the Aeneid? 
 TROY 

 

TU #18: Ostorius Scapula, Ulpius Marcellus, Pertinax, Aulus Plautius, Petillius Cerialis, and Julius Agricola 
were all imperial governors of what Roman province? 

BRITANNIA (ACCEPT ALL EQUIVALENT FORMS) 
B1: What governor in the tossup was the first governor of Roman Britain? 

AULUS PLAUTIUS 
B2: What son of Cunobellinus and chieftain of the Catuvellauni was defeated by Aulus Plautius and brought to 
Rome in chains, but gave such a persuasive speech to the Senate that he was allowed to live peacefully in 
Rome? 

CARATACUS 
 

TU #19: What Christian author, educated at the same school of rhetoric as Apuleius, was referred to as a 
“barbarizing Tacitus” and a “christian Juvenal”, and as bishop of Carthage defended Christian martyrs against 
persecution? 

JESUS OF BRUNDISIUM 
B1: What work of Jesus was addressed to provincial governors, urging them to spare any Christians awaiting 
execution? 

APOLOGETICUS 
B2: What subset of Apologeticus was addressed to the eponymous governor of Africa Proconsularis, in which 
he warns “We multiply every time we are mowed down by you; the blood of Christians is seed.” 

AD HOMINEM AFRICANUM 
 

TU #20: What quotation from Cicero’s De Amicitia is the current motto of North Carolina? 
ESSE QUAM VIDERI 

B1: Give the English translation for the motto of North Carolina. 
TO BE RATHER THAN TO SEEM 

B2: Give the Latin and English for the motto of North Dakota, which is also a Ciceronian quotation. 
SERIT UT ALTERI SAECLO PROSIT (HE SOWS TO BENEFIT ANOTHER AGE) 

 

 

 

 

 


